[The efficacy of re-TUR after 3 weeks of initial TUR treatment for locally advanced bladder cancer].
Radical cystectomy was usually performed for the patient with advanced bladder cancer. The choice of surgical procedure whether bladder preserved therapy or radical cystectomy has sometime plagued us in bladder cancer treatment. Because we don't have clear guideline for the treatment of locally advanced bladder cancer (T2-T3a N0M0). We devised a radical treatment for the patients with locally advanced bladder cancer without radical cystectomy. We performed re-TUR treatment after 3 weeks of initial TUR for 13 patients with grade 2 and locally advanced bladder cancer diagnosed with pelvic CT scan, transurethral ultrasonography or bimanual examination under the anesthesia. We could successfully preserve all cases of bladder with the use of this devised TUR (periods 9-45 months median 22 months). This method has significantly reduced the cystectomy rate in such locally advanced cases compared with the cystectomy rate prior to 1993 (p < 0.001). This method has significance on treatment for locally advanced papillary bladder cancer as bladder preserving therapy with careful observation.